IDPs - CBP team and along with Harikar legal, Protection team participated in Help Desk mission in Zakho.
Refugees - More Than 400 cases have been interviewed and offered

- The protection monitors have received many lists of families to visit form BRHA, Helpdesk and hotline operator, so allocating team and time to update lists was a little bit challenging.

The Usual Registration activities are done (Digitalization process, Concealing, New Registration (Insitu, New Birth and New Arrivals), Re-activation and Renewal).

GBV/ NON GBV Cases

- No livelihood projects in the camp for referring vulnerable cases in Domiz and Gawilan camps
- Difficulty of gathering refugees for awareness sessions and Focus Group Discussions in Urban areas

- Eleven new staff members have been recruited for different position in different projects of Harikar under UNHCR
- Unification of finance system for all Harikar Funded projects, using the Quick Book finance system has been implemented.
- Harikar workshop about the implemented projects of 2018 in the cultural center of Duhok University was held and the main reasons for the workshop where to define
  • challenges
  • constrains
  • how to improve quality of the provided services.
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A Seminar on Domestic Violence in Gawilan

Focus group discussion in Gawilan camp

Vocational Training in Shikhan camp

Awareness raising session in Domiz1 camp

Vocational Training in Bashiqa

An open discussion with women about women issues was conducted in Domiz1 camp

A session in Domiz1 camp

Harikar workshop about the implemented projects of 2018 in the cultural center of Duhok University
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